


TIMEPIECES



Each Gucci watch resonates with the richness of the House’s legacy, as 
well as the precision and craftsmanship of Swiss watch-making.

The Men’s collection encompasses our signature models: from the 
contemporary I-Gucci to the retro elegance of the Gucci Coupé. Rediscover 
the eternally versatile G-Timeless and G Chrono or embrace Interlocking, 
whose sweeping lines revisit the initials of founder Guccio Gucci. The new 
Gucci Dive quartz line features the traditional diver aesthetic, which 
includes the unidirectional rotating bezel, while expressing a strong sports 
allure. The watches are presented in a wide variety of personal styles, 
thanks to the mix of classic, edgy or sporty models. The Gucci Handmaster 
is a sophisticated automatic timepiece with a classic allure, expressed in 
its sundial of Roman numerals.

This collection features a variety of Gucci icons, echoing the House’s 
storied past. Casual sports models are accented with the Gucci web, a 
dashing two-tone stripe that references the girth strap of a horse’s saddle 
and recalls Gucci’s equestrian origins. Dials are always full of details, such 
as a reinterpretation of the Diamantissima pattern, an iconic motif used on 
Gucci’s first luggage designs.

Smart, stylish, cool and casual: Gucci Timepieces offers a complete 
assortment of watches for the modern man.
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YA114207
I-Gucci extra large version, digital movement, 
black PVD case, black dial with white digits
or hands, black GG rubber strap
with green-red-green web.

YA114209
I-Gucci extra large version, digital movement, 
brown PVD case, silver dial with brown digits 
or hands, brown GG rubber strap.

From left to right 
YA131202
Gucci Coupé extra large version, quartz 
chronograph movement, black PVD case, 
black dial with vertical guilloché pattern, 
black and green-red-green web nylon strap.

YA131303
Gucci Coupé large version, stainless steel 
case, white diamond pattern dial, white 
leather strap with green-red-green web.

YA126229
G-Timeless extra large sport version, black 
PVD case, black diamond pattern dial, black 
and green-red-green web nylon strap.

YA136204
Gucci Dive extra large version, stainless steel 
and black PVD case, black matte dial, black 
rubber strap.

From left to right
YA136206
Gucci Dive extra large version, stainless steel 
case, black matte dial, green-red-green web 
nylon strap.

YA136207
Gucci Dive extra large version, stainless steel 
case, white matte dial, green-red-green web 
nylon strap.

From left to right
YA136301
Gucci Dive large version, stainless steel case, 
black matte dial, stainless steel bracelet.

YA136302
Gucci Dive large version, stainless steel case, 
white matte dial, stainless steel bracelet.

YA136303
Gucci Dive large version, stainless steel and 
black PVD case, black matte dial, black 
rubber strap.



YA126318
G-Timeless large slim version, stainless steel 
case, dark brown diamond pattern dial,
dark brown leather strap.

YA126316
G-Timeless large slim version, stainless 
steel case, dark blue diamond pattern dial, 
stainless steel bracelet.

YA126314
G-Timeless large slim version, automatic 
movement, stainless steel case with 18kt gold 
capped bezel, light pink diamond pattern 
dial, brown crocodile leather strap.

From left to right
YA126312
G-Timeless large slim version, automatic 
movement, stainless steel case, black diamond 
pattern dial, stainless steel bracelet.

YA126313
G-Timeless large slim version, automatic 
movement, stainless steel case, silver diamond 
pattern dial, black leather strap.

YA126441
G-Timeless medium version, stainless steel 
case, grey diamond pattern dial, stainless 
steel bracelet. 

From left to right
YA126442
G-Timeless medium version, stainless steel 
case, silver diamond pattern dial, stainless 
steel bracelet.

YA126523
G-Timeless small version, stainless steel case, 
silver diamond pattern dial, stainless steel 
bracelet.

YA133206
Interlocking extra large version, black PVD 
case, anthracite sun-brushed dial, black 
leather strap with green-red-green web.

YA133210
Interlocking extra large version, grey PVD 
case, anthracite sun-brushed dial, grey PVD 
bracelet.



From left to right 
YA135401
Gucci Handmaster medium version, Sowind 
Manufactures automatic movement with power 
reserve and small second, stainless steel
case, black diamond pattern dial, black 
crocodile strap.

YA135501
Gucci Handmaster small version, Sowind 
Manufactures automatic movement, stainless 
steel case, black diamond pattern dial, black 
crocodile strap.

From left to right 
YA101202
G Chrono extra large version, quartz 
chronograph movement, stainless steel and 
brown PVD case, black dial with vertical 
guilloché pattern, brown leather strap.

YA101201
G Chrono extra large version, quartz 
chronograph movement, stainless steel case, 
silver dial with vertical guilloché pattern, 
stainless steel bracelet.

YA101203
G Chrono extra large version, quartz 
chronograph movement, black and light 
yellow PVD case, black dial with vertical 
guilloché pattern, black leather strap.

YA126431
G-Timeless medium version, automatic 
movement, stainless steel case, brown 
diamond pattern dial, stainless steel bracelet.

From left to right
YA126264
G-Timeless extra large version, automatic 
chronograph movement, stainless steel case, 
black diamond pattern dial, stainless steel 
bracelet.

YA126265
G-Timeless extra large version, automatic 
chronograph movement, stainless steel case, 
silver diamond pattern dial, black leather 
strap.




